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Abstract. This paper analyzes the mechanism of non-cavitation tone noise line-spectrum frequency 
of counter-rotation propeller. The mechanism is interference effect and circumferential harmonics 
field effect. According to the generalized acoustic analogy equation, the lift and drag which are 
caused by the mechanism are the source of noise，the far field sound pressure expression is 
presented. The line-spectrum frequency and the directionality of sound pressure have been analyzed. 
The results show: the predication line-spectrum frequency could be written as 
f=sAPF+mBPF1+nBPF2; sound pressure radiation is “8”-shaped distribution and the Bessel 
function’s peak condition is a necessary condition for line-spectrum. The counter-rotation 
propeller’s non-cavitation condition is numerically simulated using RNG k-ε turbulent model、
sliding mesh model and kFW-H equation. The results shows that RNG k-ε Turbulent model has the 
better accuracy than Realizable k-ε turbulent model, and the counter-rotation propeller 
non-cavitation line-spectrum frequency and the directionality of sound pressure are got by this 
method which agree well with the result of Academic prediction.  

Introduction 
Sound generated by a propeller is critical in underwater detection, and it is related to the 
survivability of the vessels especially for military purposes. As the propeller rotates, it is 
subjected to unsteady force, which leads to discrete tonal noise, and cavitation. Therefore, 
underwater propeller noise can be classified into cavitating and non-cavitating noise [1]. 
Counter-rotation propellers have advantage of high propulsive efficiency and torque balance, 
which have been widely used in underwater high speed vehicles and high speed yacht,ect. In 
recent years, acoustic stealth indicator is increasingly important for underwater vehicles, 
propellers have always been the focus of attention which have been treated as an important noise 
source. Numerous studies focused on the aviation counter rotating rotors. Hanson [2] had built 
the theory for noise generation of counter-rotation rotors with special emphasis given to the 
effects of acoustic and aerodynamic interference between the two rotors. Parry [3] used 
asymptotic techniques the complex expressions for the sound radiated from a counter-rotation 
rotor were reduced to simple results which do not involve numerical integration or evaluation of 
Bessel functions but retain the main parametric dependences. Peters [4] had used the method of 
computational aero-acoustic coupled computational fluid dynamics to analysis the noise field of 
aviation counter-rotation propellers. With the successful experience of aviation, Zhu [5] had built 
a prediction method of counter-rotation propeller’s tone noise based on a combination of lifting 
surface theory and acoustic techniques. Wang [6] made vacuole as one part of propeller, using 
Goldstein equation to predict the line-spectrum frequency of contra-rotating propeller. Based on 
hybrid numerical method and cavitation tunnel test, Yang [7] had predicted the cavitating 
inception tonal components and broadband noise of a contra-rotating propeller in the behind-tail 
condition. 

With the improvement of the level of design, the counter-rotation propeller design 
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philosophy has been avoiding cavitation for the widest possible range of operating condition. In 
the mean time, submarines and torpedoes are usually operated under the deep sea enough to 
avoid cavitations [1]. So both cavitation and non-cavitation noise are also important. 
Non-cavitation is normal condition of contra-rotating propeller and the noise is significant for 
underwater target recognition. This paper will study non-cavitation line-spectrum noise of 
underwater counter-rotation propeller, theoretical analysis and numerical prediction will be used. 
Noise analysis is performed using frequency-domain acoustic analogy which is deformed by 
generalized acoustic analogy equation. Noise prediction is performed using Ffowcs 
Williams-Hawkings equation. Through these studies, the dominant noise source of underwater 
counter-rotation propeller is analyzed, which will provide a reference for underwater target 
recognition.  

Theoretical and analysis of non-cavitation tonal noise of underwater counter-rotation 
propeller 
Deformed Generalized acoustic analogy equation 
According to generalized acoustic analogy equation [8], the noise filed of propeller could be 
described as monopole、dipole and quadrupole: 

       (1) 

Here, dS(y)=dγodro; S is the body surface. G is green function. The meaning of negative is that vn , 
fi  take the vertical of out surface to be positive direction. Considering that quadrupole and 
monopole have low radiation efficiency at low mach number and non-cavitation condition, we 
take the dipole as the main radiation source.  

           
Figure1. Schematic of blade’s helical track     Figure2. Schematic of blade’s tangent plane helical coordinate system 

The blade’s trajectory is helical track which is shown in Fig.2. In order to link the force source of 
blade surface and far-field sound pressure, three sets of coordinates have been built: geodetic 
coordinate system （x,r,φ）、moving coordinate system （x1,r,φ）and helical coordinate system （γ,r,
ξ）.The distance between receiver point and source point(γo, ro ,ξo) could be written as follow 
with trylor equation: 

             (2) 

In the far-field, 1/R could be instead by 1/r, as show in Fig.3.  

         
Figure3. Schematic of viewport in field     Figure4. Schematic of interference effect and circumferential harmonics field effect 
Taking Fourier transform [9] into consideration, (1) could be given as follows: 

Moving direction 
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Far-field sound pressure by interference effect and circumferential harmonics field effect 
The line-spectrum of non-cavitation could be generated by the following eight aspects factors: 
interaction between non-uniform flow and leading edge of front propeller; the induced unsteady 
force which cause by large-scale vortex near the blade surface; interaction between after 
propeller and second unsteady flow of forward blade surface; interaction between front propeller 
and unsteady pressure field which caused by after propeller’s suction; interaction between after 
propeller’s leading edge and front propeller’s tip vortex; interaction between after propeller’s 
leading edge and front propeller’s trailing edge vortex; interaction between after propeller and 
boundary layer flow; interaction between after propeller and front propeller’s hub wake vortex. 
The eight aspects factors could be divided into two vocal mechanisms, that’s interference effect 
and circumferential harmonics field effect. The both effects could be described in Fig.4. 

Interference effect can be subdivided into three parts: viscous flow field effect; potential 
flow field effect of trailing edge; boundary layer flow effect. The unsteady force could be used to 
describe the interference effect. The interference frequency of after propeller which caused by 
forward propeller is given as follows: 

1 1 2( ),        ( 0, 1, )kw kB k= Ω +Ω = ± ⋅⋅⋅⋅                          (4) 
Taking eiwt as time factor, the force of after propeller’s first blade is shown as follows: 
            1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2( , , , ) ( , , ) exp[ ( ) ]kp r p r ikBγ x τ γ x τ∆ = ∆ ⋅ Ω +Ω                  (5) 
Considering the deformation of special functions[10] and above equations, the far-field sound 
pressure of after propeller caused by front propeller is shown as follows: 
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Taking circumferential harmonics field effect into consideration, due to blade’s action of cutting 
water, the flow field around the propeller has obvious circumferential harmonics property, the 
frequency caused by this is shown as follows: 

2 2 2 2 2, ( , 0, 1, )kw k w k w= Ω = ± ⋅⋅⋅⋅                               (7) 
where, w2 is circumferential harmonics order, k2 is frequency order. The same method is used to get 
the far-field sound pressure caused by circumferential harmonics field effect: 
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The sum of equation (6) and (8) is the total sound pressure of after propeller. The total sound 
pressure of forward could be obtained by the same method. The sum sound pressure of forward and 
after propeller is the sound pressure of counter-rotation propeller. In equation (6) and (8), the 
parameters could be given in Ref.[8].where, B1 and B2, respectively, means the blade number of 
forward and after propeller; D denotes the diameter of propellers; r i denotes the distance between 
receiver and source; MCA and FA denote the skewed distance and trim distance of blade; φ(i) 
denotes the initial phase angle; w means the circumferential harmonics field effect; respectively, 
Max、Mar and Ma t denote the forward Mach number, blade sliced Mach number and blade tip mach 
number; n、m and k denote harmonic order; CDk、CLk、CDw and CLw denote unsteady lift and drag 
coefficient; Ψ denotes shape function. 
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Analysis of radiation formulae 
The radiation formulae contain the characteristics of non-cavitation line-spectrum and directionality 
of sound pressure. The time entries in the formulae contain the characteristic of line-spectrum 
frequency, four kind of frequency could be found from radiation formulae, respectively, APF 
denotes axis frequency, BPF1 and BPF2 denote the forward and after blade frequency, 
mBPF1+nBPF2 is the interaction frequency. The line-spectrum frequency of counter-rotation 
propeller could be treated as a combination of these four types frequency. It can be shown as 
follows: f=sAPF+mBPF1+nBPF2. (s,m,n would be integer or non-integer ). 

The directionality of sound pressure is determined by Bessel Function in the radiation formulae. 
Discussion will be given about the directionality of after propeller’s far-field sound pressure which 
caused by interference effect. The sound pressure direction function could be defined as follows: 
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Where, N=n2B2-n1B1, it represents the order of Bessel function. (n1, n2) represents the harmonic 
number of noise. The dimensionless directional curves of sound pressure about some orders are 
shown as Fig.5. It can be seen that the sound pressure has no directional when the order is zero. The 
directional curves have the shape like “8” when the order is 1, 2 and 3. The shape becomes more 
and more sharp with the increasing of order. 

The strength of non-cavitation line-spectrum is also determined by Bessel function. When the 
Bessel function of interference effect and circumferential harmonics field effect take zero value at 
the same time, there is no line spectrum. When both take peak value, there must have line spectrum. 
This could serve as a necessary condition for the non-cavitation line spectrum of counter-rotation 
propeller. 

  
N=0（n1=5,n2=4）              N=1（n1=1,n2=1）             N=2（n1=2,n2=2）             N=3（n1=3,n2=3） 

Figure5. Schematic of sound pressure directivity at different order 

Numerical simulation and analysis 
Numerical models and meshing 
The Reliable k-ε turbulent model and RNG k-ε turbulent model [11] are been used to compute the 
hydrodynamic performance of model propeller. The simulation data of thrust coefficient (kt) and 
torque coefficient (kq) are compared with open-water test data [12] and then the accuracy 
turbulence model is chosen to combination with sliding mesh model and FW-H equation to 
predict the sound field of target propeller. The geometric parameters of model propeller are 
shown in Table.1. The propeller is shown in Fig.6. 

   Table1.the geometry parameters of CR propeller 
project Forward propeller After propeller 

Diameter/mm 
Blade number 

(P/D)0.7R 
Expanded Area Ratio 

      Rotation 
Section Thickness Distribution 

305.2 
4 

1.291 
0.303 

Left Hand 
NACA 66  

299.3 
5 

1.287 
0.379 

Right Hand 
NACA 66  
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Figure6. Schematic of counter-rotation propeller                 Figure7. The open water performance curves of CR propeller 

Results and discussion 
The hybrid mesh method is been used to mesh flow zones. The number of structure and 
unstructured grid is 1471892 and 2064998. The open water performance curves of model propeller 
are shown in Fig.7. The definition of counter-rotation propeller’s thrust coefficient (kt) and torque 
coefficient (kq) is described in Ref. [13]. The thrust coefficient relative error between calculated 
value by RNG k-ε turbulent model and test data is 3.42%、3.70%、2.20%、1.0%、3.10%. The relative error 
by Reliable k-ε turbulent model is 9.10%、6.3%、1.1%、2.80%、4.60%. The torque coefficient relative error 
between calculated value by RNG k-ε turbulent model and test data is 0.07%、1.50%、0.30%、3.90%、

7.50%. The relative error by Reliable k-ε turbulent model is 0.90%、2.0%、3.0%、4.70%、8.30%. The 
simulation data of RNG k-ε turbulent model has better accuracy than Reliable k-ε turbulent model in 
hydrodynamic simulation.  

The combination of RNG k-ε turbulent model、sliding mesh and FW-H equation is been chosen 
to predict the non-cavitation tonal noise of counter-rotation propeller. Firstly, it calculates the flow 
field under steady state and the result is been saved. Secondary, the result is been treated as initial 
value to calculate the unsteady flow field, when monitor coefficient come into stability, it means 
that acoustic field could be simulated. The dynamic stability curves of drag coefficient and thrust 
coefficient about forward and after propeller in Fig.8 and Fig.9 mean that acoustic field could be 
simulated. According to Ref [14], step size is been set at 5e-4s.  

The density and speed of sound in the undisturbed medium, standard water are 1026 kg/m3 and 
1500 m/s, respectively. The reference pressure for calculating sound pressure level (SPL) is 1.0 x 
10-6 Pa. The noise calculations are performed in various receiver positions. The receiver positions 
are given in terms of the angle θ and the distance d. The receiver P1-P4 and P7-P18 are located at 
the distance 1.1415 times the forward propeller radius, R1 in the direction of 
θ=180o,θ=270o,θ=0o,θ=90oandθ=30o,θ=45o,θ=60o,θ=120o,θ=135o,θ=150o,θ=210o,θ=225o,θ=240o,θ=3
00o,θ=315o,θ=330o from the propeller shaft axis. The receiver P5 and P6 are located at the distance 
R1 in the direction of θ=270o from the propeller shaft axis. The receivers’ positions are shown in 
Fig.10. The counter-rotation propeller is assumed to be operated at 1200rpm with forward velocity 
of 6.7 m/s.  

     
Figure8. The lift coefficient curves of CR propeller      Figure9. The thrust coefficient curves of forward and after propeller 

in one periodic time 
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Figure10. Schematic of typical receiver’s sound pressure spectrum 

The sound pressure level spectra calculated at various positions are shown in Fig.10. Taking 
the sound pressure level (SPL) of axial direction receiver P3 into consideration, the frequencies of 
line spectrum almost are blade passing frequency (BPF)and its’ harmonic, the peak line spectrum 
frequency is 5f1+4f2 (f1=BPF1, f2=BPF2). It means that interference effect is strong in axial direction. 
The line spectrum frequencies are APF and harmonic of APF in the SPL spectrum of radial 
direction receiver P2 and P6. It means that circumferential harmonics field effect is strong in radial 
direction. Considering the SPL spectrum of receiver P10 and P14 which positions are between axial 
and radial direction, the line spectrum frequencies are combination of BPF. It means that both 
interference and circumferential harmonics field have effect in this zone.  

                
Figure11.Power spectrum of receiver 3                   Figure12.Power spectrum of receiver 6 

              
Figure13.Power spectrum of receiver 2                 Figure14.SPL curve of receiver 

The power spectra calculated at various positions are shown in Fig.11-13. The peak 
frequencies of power spectra are consistent with SPL spectra in Fig.10. The power spectra are 
gradually decreased with the increasing order of BPF. The peak power spectra correspond to the 
first order BPF. Connecting the total SPL of typical receivers into a curve, it is shown in Fig.14. It 
could be seen that the curve is a simple 8 shaped. 
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Conclusion 

The non-cavitation noise generated by a counter-rotation propeller is analyzed numerically and 
theoretically in this study. This can provide a reference for identification of underwater target. Some 
conclusions are given as follow: 

(1). the non-cavitating vocal mechanisms of counter-rotation are interference effect and 
circumferential harmonics flow field effect. This makes the line spectrum of noise to be rich. 

(2). the line-spectrum frequency of counter-rotation propeller could be written as follows: 
f=sAPF+mBPF1+nBPF2. (s, m, n can be integer or non-integer ). 

(3). uRANS method can achieve precision compliant with engineering applications. The 
simulation data of RNG k-ε turbulent model has better accuracy than Reliable k-ε turbulent model in 
hydrodynamic simulation. 

(4). the non-cavitation radiated sound pressure of underwater counter-rotation propeller has 
directionality. The total sound pressure of radial direction is stronger than axial direction. 

(5). The hybrid method of combining uRANS method with FW-H equation can predict the 
non-cavitation line spectrum noise of underwater counter-rotation propeller. The simulation date 
agrees well with theory in predicting line spectra. 
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